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Flex Hour Jobs and Radio Ear Network Partner to bring a Voice to the
Nation's Job Seekers
By: PRWeb
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Retirees with depleted retirement portfolios are returning to work when they once thought they might be retreating to the sidelines. Mothers of young children and
many who are caring for aging parents in their homes are in need of professional employment without the demands of extended hours or long commutes.
Businesses are no longer restricted by geographic locations; they can be run from anywhere, recruit from anywhere, and serve customers almost anywhere. Tools like
Skype, smartphones and the internet, along with decreasing prices of mobile devices have enabled companies to build workforces in a non-traditional way. Working from
home or telecommuting at least part of the week is fast becoming the norm as many companies seek to decrease the cost of maintaining a traditional office space.
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Flex Hour Jobs Inc. and Radio Ear Network, a division of Amanatee Group LLC, have created a strategic partnership to provide opportunities for Job Seekers
across multiple Medias and personal devices. By using cross-innovation both companies will expand the reach of the job seekers with useful information and training
which will assist them with their employment searches. Starting in October,with the addition of Flex Hour Jobs Radio, Radio Ear Network will bring Job Seekers useful
information and opportunities which will help them with their employment searches. Listeners will also be able to call in or leave a message with questions on finding jobs
or comment on the job sector and how it affects them.
FlexHourJobs.com was founded by Jacqueline Sloboda the mother of a young child and the daughter of a 65 year old forced into retirement. It is a free online

employment job website which posts hundreds of new jobs daily that are part time, flexible in hours, telecommuting or work from home. In a time of desperate need
for jobs that are suited towards the demands of Parents/Caregivers to the aging and for Baby Boomers no longer able to retire,
FlexHourJobs.com offers legitimate and screened jobs nationwide in all industries and is rapidly gaining popularity among Job Seekers. FlexHourJobs.com is a member
of the International Association of Employment Websites; for more information or to search the site for Flexible Job Opportunities, visit http://www.FlexHourJobs.com
Subscriptions are free and a service to getting Americans back to Work!
Radio Ear Network, based out of Sarasota, Florida is an innovative I-Radio network, dedicated to providing community as well as global level listeners with ways to
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change their lives or re-invent themselves by enabled them to access lifestyle and business shows on the go over multiple device access. Visit

http://www.radioearnetwork.com or tune in on I-Tunes under talk and news radio AIR1 Radio Ear Network.
###
Read the full story at http://www.prweb.com/releases/2011/9/prweb8790000.htm
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